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What is REX?

REX is the first Certificate of Deposit (CD) token on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC).

REX is also the first CD token that allows deposits to be easily transferred and

interest to be skimmed early. These two features combined lead to an innovative

unique selling point of REX: fixed deposit investment with maximum flexibility at

the same time. Asset growth plus passive income. For everyone.

In crypto speech, REX is a staking token, so participants buy REX and stake it over

time to earn more REX. The additional REX earned by stakers comes from new REX

that is minted each day, causing the REX supply to increase, or inflate, over time.

The REX token supply inflates by 12.9% per year. This inflation is created by the

contract and distributed to the stakers.



IMPORTANT LINKS

BOOST TOKENS

Whitepaper
https://rex.io/paper

Litepaper
https:rex.io/downloads/REX_Magazine_Issue_01_EN.pdf

TREX
Staking: 25% more SHARES when
creating a stake
Auctions: 100% higher limit on BUSD
sent to auction

1.

2.

HOW TO BUY

TOKEN ADDRESSES 

REX
B a s i c s
H e l p f u l  I n f o

AUCTIONS
Connect your wallet to REX.IO and submit BUSD to the daily auctions via the Auction tab. 
 Each auction day ends at 18:00 London time.  The amount of REX you will be able to claim
at the end of the auction day is determined by your percentage of the total BUSD
submitted to the auction that day AND by the number of tokens available for that auction
day.  As a simple example, if there were 10,000 tokens available for the auction that day
and you submitted of 100 BUSD of the total 1000 BUSD submitted that day, you will
receive 10% of the 10,000 tokens that were available (1000 Total BUSD / 100 BUSD that
you submitted = 10%.  10,000 total tokens * 10% = 1000 tokens.)

PancakeSwap
Go to https://pancakeswap.finance/swap and swap BUSD for REX (XRX).  The REX (XRX)
token address is listed at the bottom of this page.  Set slippage to 0.5.

REX (XRX)
0xb25583E5e2dB32b7FCbffe3f5e8E305C36157E54

MREX
0x76837D56D1105bb493CDDbEFeDDf136e7c34f0c4

TREX
0xA4d97197d7c2FaDf1C8e2226d03AAD8Ac1583b9C

Main Website
https://rex.io

Stake DEX
Starting on REX Day 111, you will be able to purchase stakes on https://app.rex.io/dex.

Linktree
https://linktr.ee/rextoken

REX TOKEN SUPPLY FOR AUCTIONS

AUCTIONS
On auction day 1 there will be 200,000,000 REX in the auction.
On auction day 2, there will be 140,000,000 REX in the auction.
On auction day 3, there will be 90,000,000 REX in the auction.
After day 3, the daily amount decreases by 130,000 REX every day.
On auction day 4, there will be 89,870,000 REX in the auction.
On auction day 5, there will be 89,740,000 REX in the auction.
...
On auction day 220, there will be 61,790,000 REX in the auction.
On auction day 221, there will be 61,660,000 REX in the auction.
On auction day 222, there will only be 53,230,000 REX in the auction.

In total, 17,000,000,000 REX are claimable/mintable from REX daily auctions.

More info about the token supply can be found here:  https://rex.io/paper#sec-3-2

REX (XRX) Pricechart
https://www.dextools.io/app/bnb/pair-
explorer/0x207b298f4e08facb491f13e8335969e12c
912d3e

MREX

Referral rewards: Earn up to 5% of the
BUSD sent to auction by a referee (1%
per MREX). This reward is issued at the
time the BUSD is sent by the referee in
to auction.
Auctions: Earn bonus of up to 10%
more REX from auctions (2% per MREX)
Native STAKE DEX: No buyer fee (2%
of the stake’s price) when holding
MREX

An address holding between 1 to 5 MREX
gets:

1.

2.

3.

SELLING TREX
You will be able to sell your airdropped
TREX once there is enough liquidity.  Once
there is enough liquidity, the "Sell 1 TREX"
button will be enabled.  If it is grayed out,
there is not enough liquidity.  Liquidity is
added as people buy TREX.

INFLATION RATE
The allocated supply of REX (circulating +
staked REX) inflates at a constant rate of
12.9% per year. 

https://rex.io/paper#sec-6-2
https://rex.io/paper#sec-6
https://rex.io/paper#sec-8
https://rex.io/paper#sec-8
https://rex.io/paper#sec-8
https://rex.io/paper#sec-8
https://rex.io/paper#sec-6-9
https://rex.io/paper#sec-3-2-4
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It’s been several weeks now since REX launched. As with

most launches, there was that initial period of high

activity. And now as the price levels out, it’s the 

time when marketing and word of mouth kicks in to

increase brand awareness. With that in mind, are things

going the way you had anticipated? 

Yes, it was predictable that there would be a very high

turnout at the beginning because a lot of people were

eagerly awaiting the launch. A high initial participation was

also foreseeable because earlier participation in the auction

improves the possibility for personal BigPayDays, where one

can get one's investment back - which is unique in the REX

auction phase. After the very high investments at the

beginning, we are now seeing a declining participation,

which is evident in all auction-based token emissions on the

one hand, and on the other hand is certainly due to the

macro environment of the bear market.

The good thing is that about 50% of the participants have

already got their investment back via the BigPayDays, i.e.

basically received free REX stakes. As a long-term project with

sustainably programmed tokenomics, it is advantageous to

be involved early and to deposit your tokens at a very cheap

share price. New investors will pay a higher share price when

depositing, but they currently have the advantage of finding a

good entry price.
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It’s no secret that all markets are in a bear market now. There is a belief that

bear markets are where millionaires are made. If you believe in that, how

would you convey that message to someone that is on the fence about

investing in REX, but is nervous about the bear market?

 

Obviously, like other markets, crypto is subject to market cycles. After the bear

market comes the bull market.  Seasoned investors know that "you have to buy

when there's blood in the streets". It must be checked whether two essential factors

are met: sustainable tokenomics, good team. So when you find a long-term project

where the team has been working together constantly for years and has already

gone through ups and downs, that is already a very strong signal, especially in the

fast-moving crypto market.

These strong projects survive the bear market and pave the way for the coming bull

market.

You have mentioned previously that a REXaverse is in development. Could you

provide an update on that? Are there any other things being worked on

currently that would add use cases to the existing REX, MREX and TREX

tokens?

 

The development of the REXaverse will take some time and the date of completion

cannot yet be determined. In the future, the REXaverse will be a place where crypto

fans and REX holders meet to meet and exchange ideas, learn more, manage assets,

but also to take part in games and events.

With regard to the booster tokens, it has not yet been decided what other options

they will offer in the future. The possibilities to further equip these tokens with utility

in the REX ecosystem are almost endless. Future extensions to the REX protocol will

also reveal new uses for booster tokens.
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The stake DEX will be activated soon. It will be a first in the DeFI space.

For someone that might not understand what a stake DEX is, how would

you explain it? Why should people be excited about it? 

The principle of depositing tokens means locking them away in a STAKE so

that they are no longer available for trading. This deposit creates rewards for

the staker. The locked tokens as well as the waiting rewards are in a stake and

together they represent a value.

REX has managed to make these stakes transferable on the blockchain, an

absolute novelty that makes a stake itself a transferable currency.

However, this also meant that there had to be a trading platform and it didn't

exist yet. Therefore, REX has developed and integrated an additional smart

contract that provides a decentralized exchange for stakes. Think of it like a

stakes eBay, where offers can be posted and accepted - with no middlemen,

no intermediaries, no third-party custody. An insanely important milestone for

crypto.

Ok, now for a fun question. What is a fun fact about you that people

would be surprised to know? 

 

Instead of studying computer science and economics, I almost became a

Police Officer.  



  

ETHEREUM Network BSC Network

351 Auction Days 222 Auction Days

One Big Pay Day Daily Big Pay Days during the Auction Phase

Stakes not transferrable Stakes transferable

Stakes cannot be split Stakes can be split

No native stake DEX Stake DEX starting day 111

T-shares increase in HEX value TREX booster token boosts up to 25% additional
REX shares

1% penalty per week, including principal, when
mature stakes not closed within two weeks

1% penalty per week, not including principal,
when mature stakes not closed within two

weeks

Has an OA address No OA address

High ETH gas fees Low BSC gas fees

DEX buy/sell fees No fees when holding a MREX boost token

Unable to withdraw rewards on an active stake Possible to withdraw rewards on an active stake

It's no secret that REX was inspired by HEX.  REX was created to add features to the HEX experience,
with the goal of enhancing the overall usability.  Take a look at the table below for a quick view of some of
the differences between the two protocols.  We invite all HEX investors to research our project!

REX and HEX:  The Differences



There are so many crypto projects, what was it about REX that made

you decide to invest?

The two most important factors in my investment decision-making

process are tokenomics and the quality of the people behind the

projects.

Reading the rexpaper was a revelation. They have thought of everything.

REX is explained in a way that captures the full intelligence of the

protocol, which is very appealing to people like me who only invest in

products they fully understand.

As for the team, they have proven time and time again their ingenuity

and dedication, and have remained true to their core values   through

success and adversity. They have fully earned my trust and that of the

Rexican community

REX launched during a bear market. Did that cause any hesitation

on your part before deciding to invest in a new project?

Quite the contrary. I was rooting for the distribution phase to happen

sooner than later, so early adopters could accumulate and consolidate

their position during the bear market and reap the rewards of the

upcoming bull run.

Investor Spotlight
Today we talk with REX investor Professor REX!

PROFESSOR REX

Welcome Professor REX! Thanks for being a big part of the
REX community. Can you tell us how you discovered REX?

Thanks for having me!  Being part of this community is a
privilege. I discovered REX through two childhood friends, one
of them being none other than REX Legend Papa Hugues, aka
the first Rexican to emergency-end a big HEX stake to redirect
funds towards this protocol.



If you had only two sentences to convince someone to invest in REX, what would you say?

I've already earned more BUSD than I've sent to auction since Day 1 thanks to Big Pay Days, with

still over 140 days of eligibility in which I can win again, on top of the tons of REX tokens that I

received and staked at an amazing share rate to earn good yield in the next 10 years.

Do yourself a favor and invest some time to educate yourself by reading the whitepaper and you'll

see why it makes no sense to focus on price charts and wait for theoretical bottoms when you can

rack up discounted REX right now in the daily auctions and recover your capital many times over

without even trading.

Investor Spotlight (continued)
Today we talk with REX investor Professor REX!

PROFESSOR REX

What is your favorite thing (or things) about REX?

It really is crypto for the people. It sounds a bit cheesy and overused, but in this case, it's absolutely
true. REX is not designed to benefit its founders and some wealthy whales more than its everyday
investors. No hasty sacrifices, behind-the-scenes manipulations or hidden agendas. Only transparent,
published, triple-audited and immutable smart contracts with whale protection measures and fair
distribution dynamics. REX is real DeFi.

I also love how eclectic, inclusive and international the community is. Humble, knowledgeable and
open-minded citizens of the world, all working together towards financial freedom.

What is a fun fact about yourself?

My father made his living as a financial advisor. He has always

made a point of prioritizing the financial health of others over his

commissions. He chose to make money with his clients rather

than at their expense. This was the key to his success. I always

respected that about him. I see my father a lot in REX. We're

stronger together.



GLOBAL
HAPPENINGS

R E X  A R O U N D  T H E  W O R L D

The Solana Foundation Hacker House Date: 10th
May 2022 to 14th May 2022 Bengaluru India

The Solana Foundation Hacker House was organized
in May 2022.  Rexicans explored the further learnings
in the crypto space.  They created awareness about
cryptocurrency and REX by networking and
connecting with new potential investors and
educating them on the REX protocol.

CoinDCX Unfold 2022 Date: 26th August to 28th
August 2022 Bengaluru India

This was a good opportunity explored by Rexicans to
learn about new projects and the dynamics of
trending protocols. It was a great networking event
with builders, developers and investors.  Also, it was
good for teaching the REX community in India the
right awareness of the risk, opportunities and
challenges in crypto. 

BNB Chain Goa Event 15th &16thAugust 2022 -
AZAADI with Web3 from BNB CHAIN

A BNB Chain Community meet up focusing on
blockchain, crypto, markets and networking by
Rexicans.

Investing in Web 3 Meet up @ Drapers House
Bengaluru

Rexicans explored the further learnings in web3 and
it was a great opportunity for networking and
building the REX community in India



GLOBAL
HAPPENINGS

R E X  A R O U N D  T H E  W O R L D

Meet up @ HSR layout Bengaluru

Web3 meetup at HSR layout and it was great to
learn about VC funding, Ethereum merge updates
and building the REX community in India.

Meet up @ Prestige WeWork Date: 

Stark net meet up on new updates on blockchain
and web3 tech.  Also learned about Cairo and it was
a great opportunity for networking and building the
REX community in India. 

 Orientation 29th April 2022

Orientation session at the Education institution in
Bengaluru where there were activities and
discussions on monetary system and dynamics of
cryptocurrency by the post graduate students.   REX
was a case study undertaken by Prof Jaswanth
Singh.

Discussions on Fintech, innovative start ups 18th
March 2022 Bengaluru

This program was organized by the NSS unit
Bangalore City University. REX, Polygon Matic, Moon
Nation Games were used as examples to create
awareness on cryptocurrency and current monetary
systems.



REX COMMUNITY NFTs

REX community members have gotten creative to show their love of REX.  Here
are a few NFT collections created by them.

INCOGNITO REX + TINY REX

Binance Smart Chain:
https://sfpsp73.refinable.store

Polygon:
https://opensea.io/collection/incognito-rex
https://opensea.io/collection/tiny-rex

BABYREX

Polygon:
https://opensea.io/collection/babyrex

TREXERZ

Polygon:
https://opensea.io/collection/trexerz



Millionaires are
made in bear
markets.



COMING SOON:  THE NATIVE STAKE DEX

REX will provide its own native decentralized exchange ("DEX") for stakes, where users may

offer their stakes for sale. This is implemented in the DEX contract.

When offering a stake, the user must set a desired BUSD price (5 BUSD minimum) and an

offer duration from 1 to 30 days, where the scheduled end of the offer must be before the

stake’s maturity date.

Offering a stake will list the stake on the DEX (in the DEX contract) and set the offered stake

inactive, so the user can’t transfer, rename, end or split the stake, nor withdraw staking

rewards during the time of the offering. The offered stake will be buyable by other users

until the offer has expired or the user has revoked it.

A stake offer may be revoked by the seller anytime within the offer duration, unless a buyer

has bought it.

Successfully buying a stake creates for the buyer a new active stake with the exact

properties of the offered stake, with the description set to "Bought on DEX" and closes the

offered stake of the seller.

If the offered stake isn’t sold before expiry, the seller must actively revoke the offer to

restore the original name of the stake and reactivate it.

⚠  A stake must have fulfilled at least 10% of the staking duration to be offered.

⚠  Stake offers may be submitted from REX DAY 111 (DEX activation day).

⚠  Stakes that have any of their staking rewards withdrawn can’t be offered.

⚠  Buying a stake incurs a fee of 2% of the stake’s BUSD price for the buyer.

Fee usage: 1% goes to MARKETING FUND and 1% goes to DEV FUND.
 

MREX HOLDER BONUS:  

If the buyer holds (at least one) MREX, the fee of 2% of the stake’s BUSD price will not be charged.

https://rex.io/paper#sec-6
https://rex.io/paper#sec-6
https://rex.io/paper#sec-6
https://rex.io/paper#sec-6
https://rex.io/paper#sec-6
https://rex.io/paper#sec-6-3
https://rex.io/paper#sec-6-2-1
https://rex.io/paper#sec-6
https://rex.io/paper#sec-6
https://rex.io/paper#sec-6
https://rex.io/paper#sec-6
https://rex.io/paper#sec-6
https://rex.io/paper#sec-6
https://rex.io/paper#sec-6
https://rex.io/paper#sec-6-2-1
https://rex.io/paper#sec-6-3


A security audit was conducted by
Certik.  This audit reviewed and
addressed any security related issues
with the project.

Solidity.Finance conducted the
economic/tokenomic audit for the
project.

Certik's Skynet security suite 
 continuously monitors REX.  It scans
for new threats using a real-time
threat database.  It also monitors for
suspicious transactions.

THE AUDITS + SECURITY

Skynet

REX takes security seriously.  Here are a just a few
ways REX provides security.

TechRate conducted a hackathon
against the protocol.



G E A R
R E X

Shirts

Hoodies

Joggers

Mugs

Hats

Accessories

REX Themed Merchandise:

HTTPS://REXGEAR.BIGCARTEL.COM



REX.IO
Live more, worry less.

Live More,

Worry Less.
R E X . I O


